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Jones Nomad Climbing Skins are premium splitboard skins that 
offer the ideal balance of glide, grip and durability. The Nomad skin 
fibers are 70% Mohair and 30% Synthetic Nylon. The natural mohair 
fibers deliver exceptional glide in any snow condition because 
they remain soft and flexible at any temperature. The nylon fibers 
provide extra traction when the skin track gets steep or icy and 
improved durability over 100% Mohair skins. Nomad skins are PFC-
free and are coated with Bluesign-approved EVER DRY 3.0 Anti- 
glopping treatment to improve performance in wet snow. Jones 
Nomad PRO Skins are also laminated with RUBBER SAFER SKIN 
backing. This rubber layer keeps the skin from absorbing water and 
makes the skins easier to pull apart. Nomad skins are available in 
two models: Trim-To-Fit with Universal Tail Clip and Pre-Cut with 
Quick Tension Tail Clip.

CARE

STORAGE

Skin glue performs best when clean and dry. Avoid getting 
snow, dirt, grass, gravel or wax on the glue side of your 
skins.

Inspect your skins during transitions and clear off any built 
up snow before you pack away your skins for the descent.

Clean off snow by standing ski upright in snow, holding one 
end of skin in each hand, and pulling skin across split ski 
edge like a saw.

After use, dry your skins in an airy place at room 
temperature. Avoid drying in direct sunlight or in direct 
heat from stoves, heaters, etc., High temps can cause 
damage to the adhesive coating of the ski skins.

Use the Jones Skin Bag to store your dry skins (never
store them wet), especially if you won’t use them for a long 
period of time. 

Regularly check the skin glue. If you notice that your glue 
is very dirty or in bad condition it’s time to reglue your 
skins. Professional re-glue services are available in many 
areas and at-home reglue kits are available worldwide.

Always store your skins in a cool dark place free from
excessive humidity and dryness. Place the backing sheets 
between the skins for long term storage. Fold skins one 
against the other, glue to glue, for short term storage.

NOMAD

NOMAD PRO
Jones Nomad PRO Skins are the ultimate high performance 
splitboard skins in any snow condition. The Nomad Pro skin fibers 
are a blend of 70% Mohair and 30% Synthetic Nylon fibers. This 
combination of natural and synthetic fibers provides the perfect 
balance of glide, grip and durability. Nomad Pro skins are PFC-
free and have been coated with both Bluesign-approved EVER DRY 
3.0 Anti-glopping treatment to improve wet snow performance 
and GLIDE TECH treatment which helps maintain the glide for the 
lifetime of the skin. Jones Nomad PRO Skins are also laminated 
with RUBBER SAFER SKIN backing. This rubber layer keeps the 
skin from absorbing water and makes the skins easier to pull apart. 
Nomad PRO skins are available in two models: Trim-To-Fit with 
Universal Tail Clip and Pre-Cut with Quick Tension Tail Clip.



WARRANTY
2 Years

70% MOHAIR / 30% NYLON
Jones Nomad and Nomad PRO climbing skins are both 
made with a blend of 70% natural mohair fiber and 30% 
synthetic nylon. The mohair offers unmatched glide and 
a supple skin feel while the nylon improves grip and 
water repellency.

GRIP TECH
Grip Tech skins are made with a special material that 
works well under dynamic tension and has a high resis-
tance to twisting and abrasion.

EVER DRY
Jones skins are treated with EVER DRY anti-glopping 
treatment. The coating keeps the skins from absorbing 
moisture and prevents snow/ice build-up under the 
skin.

GLIDE TECH | NOMAD PRO EXCLUSIVE
Glide Tech coating reduces friction on each skin fiber 
so neither super-cold fresh snow or wet, hot snow will 
stick to the skin and rob energy-saving glide.

RUBBER SAFER SKINS
Jones Nomad and Nomad PRO skins are laminated with 
a rubber backing that prevents skins from getting water 
logged. Drier skins are safer as they are less likely to 
lose adhesion to your skis in critical situations.

TECHNOLOGY



TRIM INSTRUCTIONS
Slide tip clip over nose of split-ski and center skin on ski with 
excess hanging off both sides.
Begin removing adhesive backing and adhere skin to ski star-
ting at tip and moving toward tail. Align skin parallel to inner 
edge but offset from inner edge by twice the width of metal 
edge. 2-3 mm of base material should be showing between 
skin and metal edge.
Using trim tool or razor knife, cut excess skin material from 
outer (sidecut) edge.
Reposition skin, center on ski and check trim. Metal edge 
should be visible on both sides of skin.
Insert tail strap through tail clip and place on split-ski. Adjust 
tail strap length so 8-15 ladder strap teeth are visible beyond 
clip. 
Mark tail strap rivet hole position on skin using tail strap as 
guide. Confirm strap hangs evenly vertical from clip before 
marking.
Trim skin length. Cut 2 cm longer than tail strap hole markings.
Attach tail clip to ski and let tail strap hang vertically onto skin. 
Confirm that previously marked tail strap hole positions align 
with clip and that rivet holes will be at least 1 cm away from 
end of skin.
Remove skin from ski. Hammer a nail or poke sharp object 
through marked hole positions.
Push male rivets through holes in skin with rivet head on plush 
side. Lay tail strap on rivets with glue side of skin against tail 
strap.
With male and female rivets aligned on either side of skin strap 
and skin, hammer rivets closed on hard metal or concrete sur-
face.
Once tail clip is attached, fold skin in half aligning tip and tail 
evenly. Trim skin tail shape to match nose shape.
Go climb a mountain!
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The Quick Tension Tail Clip is a lightweight tail clip system 
designed to fit all 2016 and newer Jones splitboards (except 
Discovery). Jones splitboards have a notch cut into the tail 
of both skis that allows the Quick Tension Tail Clip to simply 
slide into the notch and secure the skin.

Quick Tension Tail Clip fits all Jones splitboards except the 
Discovery Split and Youth Solution.
Nomad and Nomad PRO skin group varies by board model 
and size.

Please confirm needed skin group before purchase.

QUICK TENSION
TAIL CLIP



SKINS PACKAGE INCLUDES
(2) Skins, (2) Universal Tail Clip, (2) Backing Sheets, 
(1) Skin Cutter, (1) Skin Bag

WATCH THE INSTRUCTION VIDEO:
www.jonessnowboards.com/How-To-Trim-Splitboard-Climbing

UNIVERSAL
TAIL CLIP
The Universal Tail Clip is designed to keep skins locked 
on in the most challenging snow conditions. The clip 
anchors on both the inner edge and outside tail edge 
and provides adjustable skin tension using the attached 
stretcher strap. Four solid rivets anchor the stretcher 
strap to the skin. The Universal Tail Clip is compatible 
with all splitboard brands.

SIZE
Compatible with all splitboards <172 cm
Skin dimensions: 140mm x 1450mm


